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Stay ahead of cyber threats with advanced threat
monitoring by Quann security experts
Cybercrime is becoming more sophisticated
as perpetrators become less predictable, more
persistent and resourceful, and are better
funded and well organised. In the face of these
developments, many traditional detection
technologies are falling short and losing their
effectiveness. As a result, in-house security
professionals may not get the visibility they need
to protect their systems, or are inundated with
too much data and too little intelligence.

QUANN SECURITY INCIDENT MONITORING
Quann Security Incident Monitoring provides
real-time monitoring of network security devices
and endpoint protection solutions to ensure
organisations stay ahead of the security curve.
Using cognitive technologies and patented tools,

we analyse and synthesise threat data points into
meaningful knowledge so that action can be taken
to address gaps, weaknesses, and areas of
vulnerability across your infrastructure.

HOW IT WORKS
At Quann, we build true resiliency by bringing together external deep threat intelligence and internal event
feeds, applying correlation and analysis to detect anomalies quickly and accurately, resulting in actionable
intelligence for customers.
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Global threat intelligence

Advanced Big Data Analytics

• Combines threat data gathered from Quann’s
regional Security Operations Centres (SOCs),
research partners, the Cyber Threat Alliance,
and cross-vector intelligence derived from the
web, email and network.

• Quann’s patented analytics platform ingests and
analyses large volumes of raw threat data and
converts them into actionable threat intelligence.

• Delivers unparalleled visibility into the threat
landscape, enabling security professionals to be
more effective in identifying and blocking threats.

• Real-time visibility into emerging threats is
combined with historical security information
to investigate attack patterns and prevalence.
• Automated watch lists can be created to detect
the occurrence or re-occurrence of similar
security events in the future.

Quann Enterprise Security Manager
• Quann’s proprietary and patented Enterprise
Security Manager is a Security Information and
Event Management solution that provides full
visibility and situational awareness to help
organisations speed up threat detection
and response.
• Data is collected, consolidated and analysed
to create an action hub for every type of
threat intelligence.

Quann Security Portal
• Clients can monitor their security status at any
point in time, without the need for additional
security hardware or any software investment.
• The portal is equipped with two-factor
authentication, compression and high-speed
encryption capabilities for rapid and secure
access over public networks.

• Cross-platform, cross-organisation event
correlation leads to actionable insights and helps
prevent similar security violations in the future.

BENEFITS
Delivers peace of mind with 24.7.365 monitoring
and protection

Enables you to identify even the most
sophisticated threats

With attacks now a matter of “when” rather than
“if”, our round-the-clock intelligent monitoring
services, supported by security specialists from our
SOCs, gives you peace of mind by ensuring that
your organisation’s network is being monitored
and protected 24.7.365.

We apply cognitive technologies and patented
tools to discover patterns that help us identify
sophisticated attacks such as Advanced Persistent
Threats. This enables us to manage threats, even
new and emerging ones, more effectively through
automated responses.

Ensures that your organisation stays ahead of
would-be attackers

Provides you with ready access to
security expertise

The rate of emergence of new threats means that
organisations need real-time detection and rapid
response to stay ahead of would-be attackers.
We address this by providing organisations with
actionable security intelligence, enabling you to
react quickly and effectively to attacks.

With security expertise in short supply, Quann
enables your organisation to overcome the skills
gap by providing you with access to experienced
security analysts. Our security specialists will
help you to decipher complex attack patterns
associated with malicious activity and meet
compliance requirements.

THE ART AND SCIENCE OF BEING CYBER SECURE

For more information, please contact us at info@quannsecurity.com
or visit our website at quannsecurity.com

